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10 ABSTRACT: The successful synthesis of highly syndiotactic
11 polar vinyl polymers bearing the reactive pendant vinyl group
12 on each repeat unit, which is enabled by perfectly chemo-
13 selective and highly syndiospecific coordination polymerization
14 of divinyl polar monomers developed through this work, has
15 allowed the construction of robust cross-linked supramolecular
16 stereocomplexes and C60 inclusion complexes. The metal-
17 mediated coordination polymerization of three representative
18 polar divinyl monomers, including vinyl methacrylate (VMA),
19 allyl methacrylate (AMA), and N,N-diallyl acrylamide (DAA)
20 by Cs-ligated zirconocenium ester enolate catalysts under
21 ambient conditions exhibits complete chemoselectivity and
22 high stereoselectivity, thus producing the corresponding vinyl-
23 functionalized polymers with high (92% rr) to quantitative
24 (>99% rr) syndiotacticity. A combined experimental (synthetic, kinetic, and mechanistic) and theoretical (DFT) investigation
25 has yielded a unimetallic, enantiomorphic-site-controlled propagation mechanism. Postfunctionalization of the obtained
26 syndiotactic vinyl-functionalized polymers via the thiol−ene click and photocuring reactions readily produced the corresponding
27 thiolated polymers and flexible cross-linked thin-film materials, respectively. Complexation of such syndiotactic vinyl-
28 functionalized polymers with isotactic poly(methyl methacrylate) and fullerene C60 generates supramolecular crystalline helical
29 stereocomplexes and inclusion complexes, respectively. Cross-linking of such complexes affords robust cross-linked
30 stereocomplexes that are solvent-resistant and also exhibit considerably enhanced thermal and mechanical properties compared
31 with the un-cross-linked stereocomplexes.

32 ■ INTRODUCTION

33 Because of its unique feature that each enchaining monomer
34 must be coordinated to the catalyst site, which can be rationally
35 designed by tuning the electronic, steric, and symmetry
36 properties of the ancillary ligand, metal-mediated coordination
37 polymerization has evolved into arguably the most powerful
38 technique for precisely controlling the polymerization stereo-
39 chemistry.1 In the case of vinyl monomers, a class of the
40 technologically most important monomers, metal-mediated
41 coordination polymerization can be categorized into coordina-
42 tion−insertion polymerization, typically for catalytic polymer-
43 ization of nonpolar olefins as well as copolymerization of
44 nonpolar and polar olefins,2 and coordination−addition
45 polymerization, commonly for living or quasi-living and
46 stereospecific polymerization of conjugated polar olefins such
47 as acrylic monomers.3,4

48 Specifically focusing on polar divinyl monomers, rendering
49 their chemoselective polymerization is important for the

50synthesis of vinyl-functionalized polymers, which can be
51postfunctionalizedthrough the remaining vinyl groups
52attached to the main chaininto a variety of useful functional
53materials.5 However, polymerization of such monomers with
54complete chemoselectivity by safeguarding one of the reactive
55vinyl groups while selectively polymerizing the other has been a
56challenging task for radical polymerization (especially during
57the later stage),6 group-transfer polymerization,7 or anionic
58polymerization carried out at −20 °C or above.8 In the cases
59where complete chemoselectivity has been achieved utilizing
60Lewis pair cooperativity in Lewis pair polymerization,9 the
61resulting un-cross-linked, soluble functional polymers exhibited
62a broad molecular weight distribution (Đ) and low tacticity10

63due to nonliving and non-stereoselective features of this
64polymerization. In this context, coordination−addition poly-
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65 merization of divinyl polar monomers is advantageous because
66 of its high degree of control over the polymerization
67 characteristics, even at ambient temperature. For instance, the
68 polymerization of allyl methacrylate (AMA) by half-metal-
69 locene yttrium catalysts was shown to be both living and
70 chemoselective.11Furthermore, a chiral C2-ligated ansa-zircono-
71 cenium ester enolate complex, [rac-C2H4(η

5-indenyl)2Zr-
72 (THF)]+[OC(OiPr)CMe2][MeB(C6F5)3]

− (1),12 which is
73 known to mediate stereospecific and living polymerization of
74 simple alkyl methacrylates such as methyl methacrylate
75 (MMA)12,13 and acrylamides,14 is not only completely
76 chemoselective and living but also highly isospecific in the
77 polymerization of polar divinyl monomers at ambient temper-
78 ature.15 The origin of the perfect chemoselectivity and high
79 isoselectivity arises from the catalyst-site-controlled coordina-
80 tion−addition mechanism that dictates exclusive conjugate
81 additions across the methacrylic double bond, which is
82 activated via coordination of the conjugated carbonyl to the
83 cationic, chiral Zr center, thus leaving the pendant CC bond
84 intact.
85 Stereocomplexation between a pair of diastereomeric
86 polymer chains of isotactic (it) and syndiotactic (st) poly-
87 (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) in a typical it-PMMA/st-
88 PMMA ratio of 1:2, when annealed in the solid state or
89 crystallized in suitable solvents, generates a crystalline stereo-
90 complex, sc-PMMA, representing a rare example of a helical
91 supramolecular structure based on a vinyl polymer.16 Polar
92 donor solvents such as acetone, tetrahydrofuran (THF),
93 dimethyl sulfoxide, and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) are
94 known to promote such stereocomplexation and are thus
95 termed complexing solvents, while chlorinated solvents such as
96 chloroform and dichloromethane decomplex the sc-PMMA
97 polymer pair and are accordingly called noncomplexing or
98 decomplexing solvents. Although the structure of sc-PMMA has
99 received several revisions since the first report of the sc-PMMA
100 structure model,17 its formation can be readily identified or
101 characterized by gelation or precipitation of the crystalline
102 complex in a complexing solvent, a high endothermic melting
103 transition temperature (Tm up to 210 °C) as determined by
104 differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and a characteristic
105 diffraction peak (2θ ≈ 4.35°) observed by powder X-ray
106 diffraction (pXRD).18,19 It is worth noting here that the
107 formation of sc-PMMA was reported to be restricted to it-
108 PMMA but that the ester group of the st counterpart can be
109 modified to extend to other st-poly(methacrylate)s.19 In
110 addition, the formation of sc-PMMA is not limited to blending
111 of the preformed it- and st-PMMA diastereomeric polymer pair,

112as in situ stereocomplexing polymerization of MMA using a
113pair of diastereospecific coordination polymerization catalysts
114has led to rapid, high-yield, ambient-temperature production of
115sc-PMMA with a high Tm of up to 217 °C.20 Furthermore,
116supramolecular sc-PMMA/silicate nanocomposites21 were
117fabricated by mixing dilute THF solutions of in situ-
118polymerized it-/st-PMMA/silicates,22 and crystalline hybrid
119polymer stereocomplexes between polyhedral oligomeric
120silsesquioxane (POSS) and end-capped it- and st-PMMA−
121POSS chains were also synthesized.23 Lastly, because of its large
122helical cavity (∼1 nm), syndiotactic st-PMMA, which does not
123crystallize by itself, cocrystallizes with specific organic solvents
124such as benzene24 and encapsulates guest nanocages such as
125fullerenes C60 and C70

25 and MA-POSS23 to form unique
126crystalline helical inclusion complexes.
127In light of the above-overviewed unique ability of highly
128syndiotactic st-PMMA to form helical supramolecular structures
129of stereo- and inclusion complexes, we hypothesized that highly
130syndiotactic vinyl-functionalized poly(methacrylate)s, synthe-
131sizable from the proposed chemoselective and syndiospecific
132coordination polymerization of divinyl monomers, should form
133stereocomplexes with it-PMMA and inclusion complexes with
134C60 that, after cross-linking, should lead to robust solvent- and
135 f1thermally resistant cross-linked stereocomplexes (Figure 1) and
136inclusion complexes. Such robust supramolecular stereo-
137complexes should solve the problem of decomplexation of
138the current stereocomplex and inclusion complex structures in
139noncomplexing solvents and also enhance the thermal and
140mechanical properties of the material. Accordingly, this report
141presents a full account of our work toward this central
142objective, which involves first achieving chemoselective and
143syndiospecific polymerization of divinyl polar monomers to
144synthesize highly syndiotactic vinyl-functionalized polymers,
145next postfunctionalizing and photo-cross-linking such polymers
146into functional materials, and finally complexing such polymers
147to form robust supramolecular stereo- and inclusion complexes
148followed by cross-linking.

149■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

150Chemoselective and Syndiospecific Polymerization of
151Polar Divinyl Monomers. The first task of this study was to
152synthesize highly syndiotactic acrylic polymers carrying
153pendant vinyl groups via the development of chemoselective
154and syndiospecific polymerization. Previous reports from our
155group have shown that neutral Cs-ligated zirconocene ester
156enolate complexes (precatalysts) such as [Ph2C(Cp)(2,7-

tBu2-
157Flu)]Zr[OC(OiPr)CMe2]2 (2) (Cp = η5-cyclopentadienyl;

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the hypothesis for stereocomplexation between syndiotactic acrylic polymers carrying pendant vinyl groups
and it-PMMA and subsequent photocuring to form robust cross-linked supramolecular structures.
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158 Flu = ηn-fluorenyl), [Ph2C(Cp)(Flu)]Zr[OC(O
iPr)CMe2]2

159 (3), and [Ph2C(Cp)(Flu)]ZrMe[OC(OiPr)CMe2] (4) can
160 be readily activated either with [Ph3C][B(C6F5)4] (via hydride
161 abstraction followed by Michael addition) or with B(C6F5)3 or
162 THF·B(C6F5)3 (via methide abstraction) to generate the
163 corresponding cationic complexes (catalysts) 2+[B(C6F5)4]

−,
164 3+[B(C6F5)4]

−, 4+[MeB(C6F5)3]
−, and 4+(THF)[MeB-

s1 165 (C6F5)3]
− (5) (Scheme 1).26 Such cationic complexes have

166 been shown to promote rapid and syndiospecific polymer-
167 ization of MMA at ambient temperature to produce highly
168 syndiotactic st-PMMA with syndiotacticity up to 94% rr,
169 proceeding through a monometallic, catalyst-site-controlled
170 coordination−addition polymerization mechanism via eight-

171membered-ring ester enolate intermediates.26 Accordingly,
1722+[B(C6F5)4]

−, 3+[B(C6F5)4]
−, 4+[MeB(C6F5)3]

− (generated
173by in-reactor activation), and 5 (generated by preactivation)
174were employed for the current investigation into the polymer-
175ization of the three representative polar divinyl monomers,
176AMA, vinyl methacrylate (VMA), and N,N-diallyl acrylamide
177(DAA), aiming to achieve chemoselective and syndiospecific
178polymerization of such monomers and thus produce the
179corresponding highly syndiotactic polar vinyl polymers carrying
180a pendant CC bond in every repeat unit (Scheme 1).
181Selected results for the polymerizations of the three
182representative polar divinyl monomers by precatalysts 2−4
183 t1are summarized in Table 1. At the outset, control runs showed

Scheme 1. Chemoselective and Syndiospecific Polymerization of Polar Divinyl Monomers and Structures of Monomers,
Catalysts, and Polymers Involved in This Study

Table 1. Polymerizations of Polar Divinyl Monomers (M) by Precatalysts 2−4a

run M precat. activator temp (°C) time (min) conv.b (%) Mn
c (kg/mol) Đc [rr]d (%) [mr]d (%) [mm]d (%)

1 AMA 2 [Ph3C][B] 25 180 92.7 55.3 1.33 87.9 10.6 1.5
2 AMA 3 [Ph3C][B] 25 60 55.1 35.0 1.56 92.4 6.0 1.6
3 AMA 4 [B] 25 60 53.0 24.5 1.32 90.7 7.4 1.9
4 VMA 2 [Ph3C][B] 25 60 96.2 42.9 1.40 87.0 10.5 2.5
5 VMA 3 [Ph3C][B] 25 30 98.3 42.5 1.38 92.4 7.0 0.6
6 VMA 4 [B] 25 30 98.5 41.2 1.36 93.0 6.4 0.6
7 VMA 4 [B]·THF 25 10 100 42.5 1.36 93.5 6.1 0.4
8 VMA 3 [Ph3C][B] 0 30 100 86.7 1.21 95.7 2.9 1.4
9 VMA 4 [B]·THF 0 30 97.0 98.3 1.17 94.8 3.5 1.7
10 DAA 3 [Ph3C][B] 25 10 89.0 47.5 1.34 >99 − −
11 DAA 4 [B]·THF 25 10 94.5 42.9 1.29 >99 − −

aConditions: activator ([Ph3C][B] = [Ph3C][B(C6F5)4], [B] = B(C6F5)3); solvent (3.0 mL) (CH2Cl2 for runs 1−9, toluene for runs 10 and 11);
[M]/[cat] = 200; preactivation method (premixing of precatalyst with activator followed by addition of monomer), except for runs 3 and 6, where
the in-reactor activation method (premixing of monomer with activator followed by addition of precatalyst) was used. bMonomer (M) conversions
measured by 1H NMR spectroscopy. cNumber-average molecular weights (Mn) and dispersities (Đ = Mw/Mn) determined by gel-permeation
chromatography relative to PMMA standards. dTacticities measured by 1H or 13C NMR spectroscopy in CDCl3.
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184 that neither the neutral precatalyst nor the activator itself
185 exhibited any activity toward such monomers. In contrast, the
186 cationic complexes 2+[B(C6F5)4]

−, 3+[B(C6F5)4]
−, and

187 4+[MeB(C6F5)3]
−, derived from activation with [Ph3C][B-

188 (C6F5)4] (for bisenolate precatalysts 2 and 3) or B(C6F5)3 (for
189 monoenolate precatalyst 4), are highly active, quantitatively
190 chemoselective, and also syndiospecific for polymerizations of
191 such polar divinyl monomers at ambient temperature. Starting
192 with the AMA polymerization in CH2Cl2 at 25 °C, 3+[B-
193 (C6F5)4]

− (0.5 mol % loading) afforded st-PAMA with a high
194 syndiotacticity of [rr] = 92.4% and perfect chemoselectivity
195 (Figure S2) but achieved a maximum monomer conversion of
196 only 55% in 1 h (run 2). The cationic complex 4+[MeB-
197 (C6F5)3]

− performed similarly (run 3 vs 2). Interestingly,
198 2+[B(C6F5)4]

−, the more electron-rich and sterically encum-
199 bered catalyst with two tert-butyl substituents on the Flu ring,
200 achieved a much higher monomer conversion of 92.7% and
201 thus a higher-molecular-weight polymer (Mn = 55.3 kg/mol, Đ
202 = 1.33), but it produced st-PAMA with a lower syndiotacticity
203 of [rr] = 87.9% (run 1). The isolated st-PAMA (Mn = 35.0 kg/
204 mol, [rr] = 92%; run 2) is soluble in common organic solvents
205 and exhibited a glass transition temperature (Tg) of 54 °C as
206 measured by DSC, which is considerably higher than that of the
207 counterpart it-PAMA (−13 to 0 °C, in the order of increasing
208 Mn).

15 A thermal cross-linking exothermic peak with an onset

209temperature of 142 °C and a peak maximum of >200 °C was
210also observed on the DSC curve.
211Moving to VMA polymerization, all three Cs-ligated catalysts
212are perfectly chemoselective and highly syndiospecific. Again,
213the two catalysts without the tert-butyl substitution, 3+[B-
214(C6F5)4]

− and 4+[MeB(C6F5)3]
−, exhibited similar polymer-

215ization characteristics (run 5 vs 6), including high activity
216(>98% conversion in 30 min), medium molecular weight (Mn =
21741.2−42.5 kg/mol), medium dispersity (Đ = 1.36−1.38), and
218high syndiotacticity ([rr] = 92.4% and 93.0%). The polymer-
219ization by cation 5 {=4(THF)+[MeB(C6F5)3]

−, generated from
220the reaction of 4 and THF·B(C6F5)3; Scheme 1} was even
221more rapid, achieving 100% monomer conversion in only 10
222min without signs of gel formation and also producing st-
223PVMA with a high syndiotacticity of [rr] = 93.5% (run 7).
224When the polymerizations were carried out at 0 °C,
225quantitative or near-quantitative conversion was still achieved,
226but the molecular weights of the resulting polymers were much
227higher and the dispersities became narrower: Mn = 86.7 kg/
228mol, Đ = 1.21, [rr] = 95.7% by 3+[B(C6F5)4]

− (run 8); Mn =
22998.3 kg/mol, Đ = 1.17, [rr] = 94.8% by 5 (run 9). The
230chemoselectivity of the VMA polymerization was also perfect,
231as revealed by the complete disappearance of the methacrylic
232CH2 proton signals at 6.23 and 5.68 ppm and the complete
233retention of the pendant vinyl group −CHCH2 proton
234 f2signals centered at 7.14, 4.91, and 4.63 ppm (Figure 2),

Figure 2. Overlay of the 1H NMR spectra (CDCl3, 25 °C) of VMA and st-PVMA.

Figure 3. 13C NMR spectra (CDCl3, 50 °C) showing the CO pentad (rrrr) region for st-AMA (left, run 2), st-PVMA (center, run 8), and st-PDAA
(right, run 10).
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235 indicating that the polymerization proceeded exclusively
236 through conjugate addition across the methacrylic double
237 bond. Significantly, analysis of the triad stereoerrors of the
238 resulting st-PVMA gave 2[mm]/[mr] ≈ 1 (0.97 for both runs 8
239 and 9), indicative of an enantiomorphic-site-controlled
240 mechanism. Furthermore, the 13C NMR spectrum of the
241 polymer in the CO pentad (rrrr) region provided
242 corroborative evidence of the formation of highly syndiotactic

f3 243 st-PVMA (Figure 3). DSC analysis of the highly syndiotactic st-
244 PVMA showed a Tg of ∼100 °C, which is considerably higher
245 than that of at-PVMA (44−49 °C),15 as well as a thermal cross-
246 linking exothermic peak with an onset temperature of 153 °C
247 and a peak maximum of 184 °C. We also examined the degree
248 of polymerization control over the molecular weight by varying
249 the [VMA]/[5] ratio from 100 to 900 (0.11 mol % catalyst
250 loading) in CH2Cl2 at ambient temperature, all of which runs
251 proceeded to high conversions without signs of gel formation.
252 The Mn value of the resulting st-PVMA increased linearly (R2 =
253 0.992) from 29.6 kg/mol (Đ = 1.28) to 164 kg/mol (Đ = 1.48)

f4 254 as the [VMA]/[5] ratio was increased from 100 to 900 (Figure
f4 255 4), showing the ability of this polymerization system to control

256 the resulting polymer molecular weight while maintaining a
257 relatively low dispersity.

258 The chemoselectivity and stereospecificity of 3+[B(C6F5)4]
−

259 and 5 toward the polymerization of DAA were also carefully
260 examined. Remarkably, these polymerizations not only were
261 rapid, achieving conversions of 89.0% (run 10) and 94.5% (run
262 11) in 10 min, but also exhibited both quantitative chemo-
263 selectivity (Figure S3) and syndiospecif icity ([rr] > 99%; Figure
264 3). DSC analysis of the highly syndiotactic st-PDAA showed a
265 Tg of 35.8 °C as well as a thermal cross-linking exothermic peak
266 with an onset temperature of 216 °C and a peak maximum of
267 290 °C. It is also worth noting that st-PDAA is soluble in
268 common solvents of a wide polarity range, including MeOH,
269 DMF, THF, acetone, CHCl3, Et2O, and toluene, whereas it-
270 PDAA was found to be soluble only in a limited number of
271 solvents such as CHCl3 and CH2Cl2. In comparison, the
272 initiator efficiency (I*), calculated as I* = Mn(calcd)/
273 Mn(exptl), where Mn(calcd) = (monomer MW) × [M]0/

274[Zr]0 × (% conversion) + (MW of chain-end groups), was in
275the range of 43−55% for AMA polymerization at room
276temperature, 51−54% for VMA polymerization at room
277temperature, and 57−67% for DAA polymerization at room
278temperature.
279Mechanism of Polymerization. Next, we examined the
280kinetics of VMA polymerization by catalyst 5 and found that
281the polymerization is first order with respect to monomer
282concentration [VMA] for all six [VMA]0/[5]0 ratios inves-
283 f5tigated (150 to 500) (Figure 5). A double logarithm plot of the

284apparent rate constants (kapp), obtained from the slopes of the
285best-fit lines for the plots of ln([VMA]0/[VMA]t) vs time, as a
286function of ln([5]0) was fit to a straight line (R

2 = 0.986) with a
287 f6slope of 1.1 (Figure 6). Thus, the kinetic order with respect to
288[5], given by the slope of ∼1, reveals that the propagation is
289also first order with respect to the catalyst concentration. These
290results indicate that the resting state in the proposed
291 s2monometallic propagation “catalytic” cycle (Scheme 2) is the
292cyclic ester enolate B, which was structurally modeled by the
293isolated cationic cyclic ester enolate complex 6 (vide infra), and
294that associative displacement of the coordinated ester group by
295incoming monomer to regenerate the active species A
296(structurally modeled by complex 5) is the rate-determining
297step (i.e., B → A, Scheme 2). These key features of the
298mechanism are the same as those already established for the
299coordination−addition polymerization of alkyl methacryla-
300tes.3b,13,26

301To provide further evidence to support the mechanism
302outlined in Scheme 2, cation 5 was reacted with 1 equiv of
303VMA to cleanly generate the corresponding single-monomer-
304addition product, the eight-membered metallacycle27 resting
305intermediate {[Ph2C(Cp)(Flu)]Zr[OC(OCHCH2)CMe-
306 f7CH2C(Me2)C(O

iPr)O]}+[MeB(C6F5)3]
− (6) (Figure 7).

307This intermediate can also be generated and isolated in >91%
308yield via the 1:1 ratio reaction of the precatalyst 4 with the
309borane−monomer adduct VMA·B(C6F5)3 (see the Supporting

Figure 4. Plots of Mn (kg/mol or kDa) and Đ (shown in parentheses)
of st-PVMA produced by 5 vs the [VMA]0/[5]0 ratio (CH2Cl2, 23
°C).

Figure 5. Plots of ln{[VMA]0/[VMA]t} vs time for the polymerization
of VMA by 5 in CH2Cl2 at 23 °C. Conditions: [VMA]0 = 0.832 M;
[5]0 = 5.55 mM (●), 4.16 mM (◇), 3.33 mM (▲), 2.77 mM (□),
2.07 mM (◆), 1.66 mM (○).
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310 Information (SI) for procedures and characterizations). Like-
311 wise, the metallacycle corresponding to the first AMA addition
312 intermediate {[Ph2C(Cp)(Flu)]Zr[OC(OCH2CHCH2)
313 CMeCH2C(Me2)C(O

iPr)O]}+[MeB(C6F5)3]
− (7) was gen-

314 erated in a similar fashion (see the SI and Figure S4). The
315 successful generation and isolation of the first-monomer-
316 addition product 6, serving as a structural model of the resting
317 intermediate B, implies that the monomer addition is fast
318 relative to the monomer coordination in the propagation
319 “catalytic” cycle depicted in Scheme 2 (otherwise, only
320 polymers or oligomers plus unreacted 5 or 4 would be
321 formed). Importantly, addition of excess VMA to a solution of
322 6 brought about rapid polymerization of VMA into st-PVMA,
323 thereby confirming cation 6 as the resting intermediate of the
324 catalytic cycle by this kinetic competence check. Overall, all of
325 the experimental evidence to date is consistent with the
326 polymerization mechanism depicted in Scheme 2.

327Mechanism of Stereoselection. Next, we investigated the
328mechanism of stereoselection by a density functional theory
329(DFT) computational study. This needed study was prompted
330by an interesting observation that while the polymerizations of
331AMA and VMA by the C2-ligated catalyst 1 were drastically
332different, leading to the formation of highly isotactic PAMA
333with [mm] = 95−97% and isotactic-biased PVMA with [mm] =
33451−53%, respectively,15 the polymerizations of both AMA and
335VMA by the Cs-ligated catalysts afforded highly syndiotactic
336polymers, with an even higher syndiotacticity of [rr] = 94−96%
337achieved for the VMA polymerization (vide supra). Thus, it is
338intriguing that the placement of the sp3-hybridized CH2 group
339between the ester oxygen atom and the sp2-hybridized vinyl
340moiety in the case of AMA substantially enhanced the
341isospecificity of the polymerization but had no effect on (or
342even slightly reduced) the syndiospecificity of the polymer-
343ization relative to VMA without the CH2 group, highlighting
344the importance of the sterics and orientation of the ester OR
345group of the methacrylate monomer in the transition state (TS)
346structure that determines the stereospecificity of the metal-
347locene-catalyzed polymerization.26a,28 Accordingly, DFT calcu-
348lations were performed to provide a rationalization of the above
349experimentally observed high isospecificity in AMA polymer-
350ization and the low isospecificity in VMA polymerization by C2-
351ligated catalyst 1 (the EBI-Zr) system as well as the high
352syndiospecificity in the polymerizations of both AMA and VMA
353with Cs-ligated catalyst 5 [the Ph2C(Cp)(Flu)Zr] system.
354We calculated all of the TSs for AMA and VMA additions
355involving the re and si prochiral faces of the growing chain by
356considering geometries in which the pendant group of the
357monomer and that of the chain are located on opposite sides
358(trans) or on the same side (cis) of the metallocene equatorial
359belt. In addition, for the C2-symmetric EBI-Zr system, the g+

360and g− conformations of the metallocene bridge were
361considered.28 In all of the geometries, a tBu group was used
362to model the remainder of the growing chain. For the sake of
363simplicity, we anticipated that with the (S,S)-EBI-Zr-based
364system all of the competitive geometries would show a g+

365conformation of the metallocene bridge. The favored TS
366involves the si face of the chain and shows a trans geometry,
367whereas the cis geometry is favored for the competitive re-face
368addition, with both monomers. Finally, with the (S)-Ph2C-
369(Cp)Flu−Zr system, a trans geometry is favored in both
370TSs.26a,28

371The geometries and corresponding free energies ΔGStereo (in
372kcal/mol, in dichloromethane) of the competitive TSs are
373 f8f9reported in Figure 8 for 1 and Figure 9 for 5 with both
374monomers. Focusing on AMA addition, with 1 the TS
375involving the si face of the growing chain is favored by a
376ΔGStereo of 5.6 kcal/mol (Figure 8, a vs b). Competition is with
377addition on the re face, which is disfavored by steric repulsion
378between the six-membered ring of the indenyl ligand and the
379−OR group of the growing chain. To alleviate this steric clash,
380the pendant −OR group of the chain rotates away from the
381indenyl ligand, resulting in a gauche conformation of the C1−
382C2−O3−C4 dihedral angle (Figure 8b). In contrast, in the
383favored si-face addition TS, the C1−C2−O3−C4 dihedral
384angle is much closer to the ideal trans value (Figure 8a). The
385high ΔGStereo of 5.6 kcal/mol is in qualitative agreement with
386the high isotacticity of the obtained PAMA.
387The competitive TSs geometries associated with VMA
388addition are compared in Figure 8c,d. In this case, addition
389on the si face is favored by a ΔGStereo of 3.1 kcal/mol over

Figure 6. Plot of ln(kapp) vs ln([5]0) for the polymerization of VMA
by 5 in CH2Cl2 at 23 °C.

Scheme 2. Proposed Mechanism (Propagation “Catalytic”
Cycle) for the Chemoselective and Syndiospecific
Polymerization of VMA and the Structures of 5 and 6 as
Synthetic Structural Models for the Active Species A and
Resting-State Chelate B, Respectively
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390 addition on the re face. As for AMA, the TS for addition on the
391 re face is disfavored by the steric interaction between the
392 pendant group of the chain and the indenyl ligand, resulting in
393 a less stable conformation assumed by the growing chain, with a
394 C1−C2−O3−C4 dihedral angle of 53° (Figure 8d). Although
395 still rather large in absolute value, the ΔGStereo of 3.1 kcal/mol
396 calculated for VMA is 2.5 kcal/mol lower than that calculated
397 for AMA, in qualitative agreement with the observed much
398 lower isotacticity of the produced PVMA. The lower stability of
399 the favored si-face TS for VMA is responsible for the observed
400 lower selectivity in the polymerization of VMA relative to
401 AMA: the different nature of the ester carbon in the chain (sp2

402 for VMA vs sp3 for AMA) induces a different steric interaction
403 between the chain and the metallocene skeleton, mainly in the
404 favored si-face TSs (Figure 8, a vs c). In fact, despite the fact

405that the si chain is located in the open part of the catalyst, away
406from from the six-membered ring of the indenyl ligand, in the
407case of VMA the rigid −O−CHCH2 group is forced to be
408close to the five-membered ring of the ligand (see the short
409distances reported in Figure 8c). Conversely, in the case of
410AMA, the sp3 ester carbon of the −O−CH2−CHCH2
411moiety allows the chain to rotate away from the five-membered
412ring of the ligand, minimizing the unfavorable interaction
413between the −OR group of the growing chain and the
414metallocene skeleton (compare the value of 139° for the C2−
415O3−C4−C5 dihedral angle of AMA in Figure 8a with the value
416of −170° for VMA in Figure 8c).
417Moving to CS-ligated catalyst 5, with both monomers the
418favored TS involves the si face of the chain, which is located in
419an open part of the space away from the fluorenyl moiety of the

Figure 7. (top) 19F and (bottom) 1H NMR spectra (CD2Cl2, 25 °C, residual NMR peaks labeled as *) of the isolated cationic complex 6. The anion
[MeB(C6F5)3]

− has been omitted for clarity.

Figure 8. Transition state geometries for the competitive addition at
the (a, c) si and (b, d) re faces of the growing chain for (a, b) AMA
and (c, d) VMA with the (S,S)-EBI-Zr system (1). The free energies
(in kcal/mol, in DCM) are relative to the TS involving the si face of
the growing chain (a, c). The dashed lines indicate the emerging C−C
bonds.

Figure 9. Transition state geometries of the competitive addition at
the (a, c) si and (b, d) re faces of the growing chain for (a, b) AMA
and (c, d) VMA with the (S)-Ph2C(Cp)Flu−Zr system (5). The free
energies (in kcal/mol, in DCM) are relative to the TS involving the si
face of the growing chain (a, c). The dashed lines indicate the
emerging C−C bonds.
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420 ligand (Figure 9a,c). Steric interactions between the monomer
421 and the metallocene skeleton can be observed for both AMA
422 and VMA. The competitive re-face TSs are disfavored by steric
423 interactions between the chain and the ligand (see the short
424 distances in Figure 9b,d). The rather similar ΔGStereo values of
425 2.7 and 2.2 kcal/mol calculated for VMA and AMA,
426 respectively, are in good agreement with the experimentally
427 observed similar syndiotacticities of PVMA and PAMA
428 (although the syndiotacticity of PVMA is somewhat higher
429 than that of PAMA; vide supra).
430 Postfunctionalization and Photo-Cross-Linking to
431 Functional Materials. Postfunctionalization of syndiotactic
432 polymers bearing the pendant vinyl (−CHCH2) functional
433 group on every repeating unit was performed through two
434 approaches: the thiol−ene “click” reaction and photocuring.
435 The former approach has been widely used and proven to be
436 highly effective for functionalization of ene-bearing polymers.29

437 We first examined functionalization of st-PVMA (Mn = 40.9 kg/
438 mol, Đ = 1.19) and st-PDAA (Mn = 373 kg/mol, Đ = 1.43) with
439 two model thiols, 4-tert-butylbenzylmercaptan (RSH1) and 1-
440 adamantanethiol (RSH2), using the click reaction with 2,2-
441 dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) as the photoradical
442 initiator under photochemical conditions (room temperature,

s3 443 UV lamp centered at λ = 350 nm) in chloroform (Scheme 3).

444 The pendant vinyl groups were completely converted into new
445 −CH2CH2−SR groups, as confirmed by 1H NMR spectroscopy

f10 446 (Figures 10 and S5), which also showed that the tacticity of the
447 resulting thiolated polymers was the same as that of the parent
448 polymers in all cases. Gel-permeation chromatography analysis
449 of the thiolated polymers, all of which are soluble in
450 chloroform, showed an increase in the Mn and Đ values
451 (Figure S6), indicative of some degree of light cross-linking due
452 to nonselective radical initiation in the presence of the high
453 concentration of reactive CC pendant groups. The thermal
454 properties of the functionalized polymers were also significantly
455 affected by the inclusion of the −SR groups. For instance, the
456 first-step onset decomposition temperature (Td) of st-PVMA
457 (234 °C) measured by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was
458 enhanced by 62 °C to Td = 296 °C for both st-PVMA-SR1 and

459st-PVMA-SR2 (Figure S7), attributed to the transformation of
460the −OCHCH2 group into the −OCH2CH2SR moiety,
461which was accompanied by a change in Tg from 102 °C for st-
462PVMA to 39 and 118 °C for st-PVMA-SR1 and st-PVMA-SR2,
463respectively (Figure S8, top). In sharp contrast, st-PDAA
464exhibited a lower Tg (Figure S8, bottom) but higher thermal
465stability than its thiolated polymers st-PDAA-SR1 and st-PDAA-
466SR2 (Figure S9).
467Because of the presence of the pendant vinyl groups, st-
468PVMA can also be readily photocured into flexible thin films for
469examination of their thermomechanical properties. Thus, a
470solvent-cast st-PVMA film was subjected to controlled cross-
471linking conditions under UV (350 nm) photoradical initiation
472with DMPA inside a Luzchem photoreactor for 10 min,
473producing a flexible, translucent, colorless thin film (st-PVMA-
474 f11hν; Figure 11). A cross-linker, 1,4-benzenedimethanethiol
475(RSH3), was also added in varied amounts (2.5, 5, and 10
476mol %) to prepare films with increased cross-linking and
477brittleness as the amount of RSH3 increases. Dynamic
478mechanical analysis (DMA) showed an increase in Tg in
479going from the parent st-PVMA film (105 °C) to the
480photocured st-PVMA-hν film (111 °C) after 10 min of UV
481irradiation, which was accompanied by increases in both storage
482modulus (E′) and loss modulus (E″) in both the glassy state
483(values reported at 25 °C) and the rubbery state (values
484 f12t2reported at 150 °C) (Figure 12 and Table 2, entry 2 vs entry 1).
485Further increases in Tg (measured by the peak maxima of the
486tan δ (E″/E′) curve in the DMA analysis) to 112, 121, and 128
487°C were observed when the amount of the added cross-linker
488RSH3 was increased from 2.5 to 5.0 to 10 mol %, respectively
489(Table 2). This observed increasing Tg trend is a result of an
490increase in the degree of cross-linking, as characterized by the
491gradual increase in both E′ and E″ values in the rubbery state
492(values reported at 150 °C; Table 2, entries 3−5). On the other
493hand, the TGA traces for all of the thin films derived from st-
494PVMA were rather similar, displaying similar decomposition
495profiles (Figure S10). Likewise, a thin film of st-PDAA was also
496solvent-cast and subsequently photocured in the presence of 2
497wt % DMPA. The resulting material, st-PDAA-hν, exhibited a
498Tg of 56.1 °C as measured by DMA (Figure S11).
499Stereocomplexation and Photocuring To Form
500Robust Cross-Linked Stereocomplexes. Stereocomplexes
501of diastereomeric polymer chains were formed effectively by
502mixing 10 mg/mL acetone solutions of it-PMMA and st-PVMA
503(designated sc-PMMA-PVMA; Figure 1) and of it-PMMA and
504st-PAMA (designated sc-PMMA-PAMA) at 40 °C in 1:1 and
5051:2 it/st polymer ratios, which were left to slowly crystallize at
506room temperature to afford colorless, transparent thin films.
507The formation of such stereocomplexes was readily evident by
508the observation of a characteristic Tm peak in the DSC curves
509 f13(Figures 13 and S12) and a characteristic diffraction peak at 2θ
510 f14= 4.56° (d = 1.94 nm) in the pXRD patterns (Figure 14a).18

511Interestingly, the Tm of the stereocomplexes was not
512significantly affected by the molar ratio of the diastereomeric
513polymer pair tested (1:1 vs 1:2) but was sensitive to the
514 t3molecular weight of the it-PMMA component (Table 3). For
515instance, sc-PMMA-PVMA showed Tm values of 165 and 164
516°C (in 1:1 and 1:2 ratios, respectively) with it-PMMA having
517Mn = 26.4 kg/mol (Đ = 1.06, [mm] = 92.2), while the same
518stereocomplex displayed much higher Tm values of 188 and 186
519°C (in 1:1 and 1:2 ratios, respectively) with it-PMMA having a
520much higher molecular weight (Mn = 136 kg/mol, Đ = 1.19,
521[mm] = 96.4). As expected, it-PAMA did not form a

Scheme 3. Postfunctionalization of st-PVMA and st-PDAA
via Thiol−Ene “Click” Chemistry
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522 stereocomplex with either st-PAMA or st-PVMA in different
523 ratios (1:1 and 1:2) and solvents (acetone and toluene), but

524surprisingly, it-PAMA produced a weak stereocomplex with st-
525PMMA in both 1:1 and 1:2 ratios from their blends in acetone
526solutions, as revealed by broad transitions with Tm = 119 °C
527(Figure 13a) and 120 °C, respectively. To further examine the
528effects of the ester group in the isotactic polymer chain on the
529formation of stereocomplexes, we also attempted the stereo-
530complexation between isotactic poly(n-butyl methacrylate)
531([mm] = 96.9%, Mn ≈ 28 kg/mol) and st-PVMA or st-PAMA
532in acetone (complexing solvent) in 1:1 and 1:2 it/st molar
533ratios. However, the resulting materials showed only two Tg

534values corresponding to the constituent polymers, indicating
535that the stereocomplexation was hindered by the size of the n-
536butyl ester group of the isotactic polymer chain.
537Control experiments in which it-PMMA was mixed with st-
538PVMA or st-PAMA in CH2Cl2 in a 1:1 it/st ratio led to
539amorphous polymer blends that exhibited only the glass

Figure 10. Overlay of 1H NMR spectra (CDCl3, 25 °C) of st-PVMA (bottom), st-PVMA-SR1 (top), and st-PVMA-SR2 (middle).

Figure 11. Photograph of a solvent-cast and photocured st-PVMA-hν
film (0.06 mm thick).

Figure 12. (top left) Storage modulus (E′), (bottom left) loss modulus (E″), and (right) tan δ (E″/E′) of st-PVMA (blue), photocured st-PVMA-hν
(purple), st-PVMA-hν-SR3-2.5% (pink), st-PVMA-hν-SR3-5% (red), and st-PVMA-hν-SR3-10% (orange) as determined by DMA analysis (3 °C
min−1 temperature ramp rate).
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540 transitions corresponding to the constituent polymers of the
541 blends, and typical cross-linking exotherms of the vinyl-
542 containing polymers appeared at temperatures higher than
543 150 °C. These results indicate that, just like sc-PMMA-PMMA,
544 CH2Cl2 is also a noncomplexing solvent for the stereo-
545 complexes sc-PMMA-PVMA and sc-PMMA-PAMA, the for-

546mation of which requires the use of a complexating solvent
547such as acetone or toluene.
548Under UV (350 nm) irradiation in the presence of the
549photoradical initiator DMPA, the stereocomplex sc-PMMA-
550PVMA was successfully photocured into the cross-linked,
551insoluble stereocomplex sc-PMMA-PVMA-hν (cf. Figure 1).
552The photocured stereocomplex exhibited a broad melting
553transition centered at ∼150 °C (Figure S13) and a character-
554istic diffraction peak at 2θ = 4.56 °C (d = 1.94 nm) (Figure
55514b), thus confirming that the stereocomplex structure was
556retained after cross-linking. Thin films of sc-PMMA-PVMA and
557photo-cross-linked sc-PMMA-PVMA-hν were prepared and
558 f15subsequently analyzed by DMA (Figure 15). While it-PMMA
559and st-PVMA showed single sharp glass transitions at Tg = 45.2
560and 105 °C, respectively, as measured by the maxima of the tan
561δ curves, the stereocomplex sample sc-PMMA-PVMA showed
562two weak transitions at higher temperatures of 62.2 and 135
563°C. The photo-cross-linked samples sc-PMMA-PVMA-hν
564exhibited similar behavior with a shift of the transitions to
565even higher temperatures of 67.2 and 158 °C, attributable to
566the cross-linking of the polymer networks. It is also noteworthy
567that the stereocomplex exhibited a considerably higher storage
568modulus than its constituents it-PMMA and st-PVMA at high
569temperatures and that the cross-linked stereocomplex had the
570highest modulus. For instance, at 95 °C, E′ was measured to be
5710.713, 43.8, 175, and 392 MPa for it-PMMA, st-PVMA, sc-
572PMMA-PVMA, and sc-PMMA-PVMA-hν, respectively. Overall,
573these thermomechanical and X-ray diffraction analysis results
574demonstrate that stereocomplex formation significantly in-
575creases the storage and loss moduli over those of the
576constituent it and st polymers at temperatures above 100 °C
577and that the photocured stereocomplex retains the stereo-
578complex structure but with considerably enhanced thermal and
579mechanical properties of the material.
580Besides the above-demonstrated enhanced thermal and
581mechanical properties of the cross-linked stereocomplexes, we
582anticipate another novel feature of the cross-linked stereo-
583complexes: they should be solvent-resistant and thus should not
584be decomplexed in a noncomplexing (or decomplexing) solvent
585such as chloroform, in contrast to the conventional it-PMMA/
586st-PMMA stereocomplex. To investigate this, we examined
587whether the it-PMMA helical chains can be trapped inside the
588stereocomplex cross-linked via the outer helical layer of the
589vinyl-containing st polymer. At the outset, a control experiment
590involving a sample of sc-PMMA (a mixture of it-PMMA and st-
591PMMA in 1:1 ratio) containing 2 wt % DMPA and subjected to
592UV irradiation (λ = 350 nm) for 2 h showed that the resulting
593stereocomplex was still completely soluble in chloroform and
594that no PMMA was trapped as a result of the absence of cross-
595linked chains. Using thermal cross-linking to trap the it-PMMA
596chains by annealing stereocomplex samples of sc-PMMA-
597PVMA and sc-PMMA-PAMA over 200 °C, at which temper-
598ature thermal cross-linking occurs, was unsuccessful: while the

Table 2. Selected Thermomechanical Properties of Parent and Photocured Polymers As Characterized by DMA

entry polymer Tg (°C) E′ at 25 °C (GPa) E″ at 25 °C (MPa) E′ at 150 °C (MPa) E″ at 150 °C (MPa)

1 st-PVMA 105 1.64 171 1.16 0.22
2 st-PVMA-hν 111 1.75 190 1.96 0.34
3 st-PVMA-hν-SR3-2.5% 112 1.73 178 6.00 0.95
4 st-PVMA-hν-SR3-5% 121 2.06 175 18.3 4.11
5 st-PVMA-hν-SR3-10% 128 1.32 107 34.5 5.67
6 st-PDAA-hν 56.1 1.04 90.7 49.8 5.47

Figure 13. Representative DSC curves (10 °C min−1) for (a) sc-
PAMA-PMMA (Table 3, entry 1), (b) sc-PMMA-PAMA (Table 3,
entry 3), and (c) sc-PMMA-PVMA (Table 3, entry 11) obtained by
crystallization from acetone solutions.

Figure 14. pXRD patterns of (a) sc-PMMA-PVMA and photo-cross-
linked (b) sc-PMMA-PVMA-hν. The pXRD patterns of the
constituent diastereomeric polymers (c) st-PVMA and (d) it-PMMA
are included for comparison.
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599 st polymer was successfully cross-linked at this temperature, the
600 it-PMMA chains were released from the melt. Next, sc-PMMA-
601 PVMA and sc-PMMA-PAMA were photo-cross-linked with 2
602 wt % DMPA under UV irradiation (λ = 350 nm) for 2 h at
603 room temperature. The cross-linked material was extracted with
604 chloroform (a decomplexing solvent) for 24 h at 40 °C to
605 promote the possible release of the complexed but untrapped
606 it-PMMA. The amount of cross-linked st polymer as well as the
607 trapped it-PMMA was quantified by 1H NMR analysis (see the
608 SI). The it-PMMA trapping efficiency was calculated as the
609 percentage of the experimental it-PMMA content (wt %) found
610 versus the theoretical it-PMMA content in the cross-linked
611 stereocomplex if all of the initial it-PMMA were effectively

612trapped. Table 3 summarizes our study of the it-PMMA
613trapping efficiency as a function of (a) the it-PMMA molecular
614weight, (b) the molar ratio of it-PMMA to st-PVMA (or st-
615PAMA), and (c) use of block and random copolymers
616incorporating the photo-cross-linkable units.
617The results summarized in Table 3 show that a control
618sample of st-PAMA afforded a much higher degree of cross-
619linking (97.2%) compared with st-PVMA (58.3%) when they
620were photocured under the same conditions. Similarly,
621stereocomplexes containing both it-PAMA and st-PAMA
622samples were more effectively photo-cross-linked (from
62363.7% to 91.4% degree of cross-linking) than those containing
624st-PVMA (which achieved only 54.1% to 71.1%). It should be

Table 3. Stereocomplexation and Photo-Cross-Linking Resultsa

entry
syndiotactic
polymer isotactic polymer

st/it molar
ratio

Tm
b

(°C)
cross-linked vinyl polym.c

(%)
trapped PMMAc

(%)
PMMA trapping eff.c

(%)

1 st-PMMA it-PAMA 1:1 119 91.4 15.6 29
2 st-PAMA − − − 97.2 − −
3 low-MW it-PMMA 1:1 155 77.7 12.5 23.0
4 low-MW it-PMMA 2:1 157 85.8 20.0 29.9
5 high-MW it-PMMA 1:1 165 85.5 51.8 73.4
6 high-MW it-PMMA 2:1 168 84.7 50.5 67.2
7 (it-PMMA)0.83-b-(it-PAMA)0.17 1:1 168 63.7 49.1 86.7
8 (it-PMMA)0.67-b-(at-PVMA)0.33 1:1 170 79.0 63.0 89.6
9 (it-PMMA)0.88-ran-(it-PAMA)0.12 1:1 − 94.4 86.9 95.5
10 st-PVMA − − − 58.3 − −
11 low-MW it-PMMA 1:1 165 56.5 56.2 99.6
12 low-MW it-PMMA 2:1 164 56.2 13.5 31.4
13 high-MW it-PMMA 1:1 188 62.7 50.5 88.6
14 high-MW it-PMMA 2:1 186 54.1 39.0 78.7
15 (it-PMMA)0.83-b-(it-PAMA)0.17 1:1 181 66.4 58.5 93.9
16 (it-PMMA)0.67-b-(at-PVMA)0.33 1:1 182 71.1 59.8 92.6

aPolymer data: st-PAMA, Mn = 39.9 kDa, Đ = 1.45, [rr] = 91.8; it-PAMA, Mn = 32.4 kDa, Đ = 1.10, [mm] = 96.5; st-PVMA, Mn = 52.1 kDa, Đ =
1.31, [rr] = 91.7; st-PMMA, Mn = 36.3 kDa, Đ = 1.29, [rr] = 93.7; low-MW it-PMMA, Mn = 26.4 kDa, Đ = 1.06, [mm] = 92.2; high-MW it-PMMA,
Mn = 136.1 kDa, Đ = 1.19, [mm] = 96.4; (it-PMMA)0.83-b-(it-PAMA)0.17, Mn = 89.6 kDa, Đ = 1.37, [mm] = 93.1%; (it-PMMA)0.67-b-(at-PVMA)0.33,
Mn = 76.8 kDa, Đ = 1.49, [mm] = 79.8%, (it-PMMA)0.88-ran-(at-PAMA)0.12, Mn = 156 kDa, Đ = 1.83, [mm] = 95.9%. bTm measured by DSC. cSee
the SI for the quantification method.

Figure 15. (top left) Storage modulus (E′), (bottom left) loss modulus (E″), and (right) tan δ (E″/E′) of it-PMMA (red), st-PVMA (blue), sc-
PMMA-PVMA (green), and sc-PMMA-PVMA-hν (purple) as determined by DMA analysis (3 °C min−1 temperature ramp rate).
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625 noted that the self-cross-linking ability of st-PVMA in a sample
626 crystallized from a CH2Cl2 solution (Table S1) was higher
627 (82.4%), indicating that the crystallization conditions impact
628 the self-cross-linking ability of st-PVMA in the solid state.
629 Under both conditions tested (acetone and CH2Cl2), st-PAMA
630 showed considerably better self-cross-linking ability (>95%)
631 compared with st-PVMA, indicating that the longer, more
632 flexible allyl ester group can be more efficiently cross-linked
633 than the shorter, more rigid vinyl group in the VMA repeat
634 unit. Stereocomplexes of sc-PMMA-PAMA with high-MW it-
635 PMMA (Mn = 136.1 kg/mol, Đ = 1.19) achieved a higher
636 PMMA trapping effiency (up to 73.4%; entry 5) than those
637 stereocomplexes with low-MW it-PMMA (Mn = 26.4 kg/mol,
638 Đ = 1.06) (up to 29.9%; entry 4). No correlation was observed
639 between the PMMA trapping efficiency and the molar ratio of
640 the diastereomeric polymer pair. To possibly further enhance
641 the PMMA trapping efficiency, we employed a new strategy of
642 using block copolymers of it-PMMA with PAMA and PVMA to
643 form stereocomplexes with st-PAMA and st-PVMA. Indeed, the
644 PMMA trapping efficiency was enhanced to 86.7 and 89.6%
645 (entries 7 and 8), indicating that a portion of the cross-linkable
646 block is also photocured. The highest PMMA trapping
647 efficiency of 95.5% (entry 9) was obtained from a blend of
648 st-PAMA with a random copolymer, (it-PMMA)0.88-ran-(it-
649 PAMA)0.12, but the stereocomplexation was hindered by the
650 random placement of AMA units in the it-PMMA chain. In
651 comparison, the PMMA trapping efficiency was generally
652 higher (up to quantitative) for the stereocomplexes formed
653 with st-PVMA (entries 11−16) than for those with st-PAMA
654 (entries 3−9). Again, higher PMMA trapping efficiencies were
655 observed when block copolymers containing cross-linkable

656AMA or VMA units were employed as the isotactic component
657to form the stereocomplex (>92.6%; entries 15 and 16).
658Additional control studies used non-stereocomplexed control
659samples prepared by mixing it-PMMA with st-PVMA or st-
660PAMA in a noncomplexing solvent (CH2Cl2) and photocuring
661under conditions identical to those reported for Table 3. The
662samples were further analyzed to quantify the capacity of the
663cross-linked st-vinyl polymers to trap it-PMMA, and the results
664are summarized in Table S1. The it-PMMA trapping efficiency
665was almost negligible (0.6 to 2.6%), indicating that the photo-
666cross-linked polymer blends are not capable of trapping the it-
667PMMA chains. These control experiments highlight the
668importance of the polymer supramolecular structure for
669efficient trapping of the it-PMMA chains, which is achievable
670only when the stereocomplexes are formed. For instance, while
671the sc-PMMA-PVMA formed in acetone had a PMMA trapping
672efficiency of 99.6% (Table 3, entry 11), the same mixture made
673in CH2Cl2 showed a PMMA trapping efficiency of only 2.6%
674(Table S1, entry 4).
675We also investigated the possible complexation of st-PVMA
676and st-PAMA with fullerene C60 to form an inclusion complex,
677ic-PVMA-C60 or ic-PAMA-C60. The material formed by st-
678PVMA and C60 exhibited a broad melting transition peak at
679temperature >150 °C, which was overlapped with many intense
680exothermic peaks (due to thermally induced cross-linking), thus
681offering no clear evidence for the formation of the inclusion
682complex. However, we obtained conclusive evidence that st-
683PAMA readily forms inclusion complexes, ic-PAMA-C60

684 f16t4(Figure 16), with C60 in different ratio combinations (Table
685 t44). The formation of such inclusion complexes was evidenced
686 f17by the appearance of a sharp melting transition from 200 to 211

Figure 16. Schematic representation of the formation of the ic-PAMA-C60 inclusion complex and its cross-linking via olefin metathesis.

Table 4. Results of Complexation between st-PAMA and C60 and Subsequent Cross-Linking by Olefin Metathesisa

entry
st-PAMA concentration

(mg mL−1)
C60 concentration

(mg mL−1) solvent
Tg
b

(°C)
Tm

b

(°C)
yield after cross-linking

(%)c
encapsulated C60 content

(wt %)d

1 5.0 1.0 Tol 47.9 200 n.d. n.d.
2 5.0 2.0 Tol 53.1 206 n.d. n.d.
3 10.0 1.0 Tol 53.6 207 >99 3.39
4 10.0 2.0 Tol 52.8 205 >99 4.77
5 10.0 10.0 Tol-DCB 56.3 207 >99 9.18
6 20.0 1.0 Tol 52.6 − n.d. n.d.
7 20.0 2.0 Tol 55.1 211 n.d. n.d.
8 20.0 10.0 Tol-DCB 57.3 207 n.d. n.d.

aConditions: 2.0 mL of solvent (Tol = toluene or Tol-DCB = 1:1 (v/v) toluene/1,2-dichlorobenzene), except for entries 1 and 2 (5.0 mL); Grubbs
second-generation catalyst (2 mol %); st-PAMA (Mn = 39.9 kDa, Đ = 1.45, [rr] = 91.8); n.d. = not determined. bTg and Tm before cross-linking
measured by DSC. cDetermined by gravimetric measurements. dCalculated by TGA.
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f17 687 °C (Figure 17) observed by DSC analysis of the resulting
688 product after crystallization. The DSC thermograms of

689 commercial fullerene C60, st-PAMA, a non-inclusion-complex
690 mixture of st-PAMA and C60 (obtained by annealing of the

f18 691 blend at 80 °C for 20 h), and ic-PAMA-C60 are shown in Figure
f18 692 18 for comparison. The first-order transition in the DSC

693 thermogram of C60 corresponds to the well-known phase
694 transition between a simple cubic (sc) lattice (below Ttr =
695 −14.8 °C) and a face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice.30 st-PAMA
696 shows a Tg of 49.9 °C plus a broad thermal cross-linking
697 exothermic peak at temperature >150 °C, whereas the non-
698 inclusion-complex mixture of st-PAMA and C60 shows both
699 mentioned features of the individual components. In sharp
700 contrast, the ic-PAMA-C60 complex obtained by crystallization
701 from toluene exhibits a novel feature: a markedly sharp melting
702 transition at Tm = 205 °C, indicative of the formation of the
703 inclusion complex.
704 Three approaches were explored to produce cross-linked ic-
705 PAMA-C60. First, photochemically induced radical cross-linking

706with DMPA as the initiator under UV irradiation (λ = 350 nm)
707in solution or the solid state did not produce the cross-linked
708product, as the crystallized material was again completely
709soluble in toluene. Second, thermally induced radical cross-
710linking with benzoyl peroxide (BPO) as the initiator also failed
711to afford the target cross-linked ic-PAMA-C60. Third,
712recognizing C60 as an excellent radical trap,31 we turned our
713attention to nonradical cross-linking methods. To this end,
714successful cross-linking of ic-PAMA-C60 was achieved using 2
715mol % second-generation Grubbs catalyst32 in toluene at room
716temperature for 2 h (Figure 16and Table 4, entries 3−5).
717However, the DSC thermogram of the material obtained from
718the solution-phase metathesis cross-linking of ic-PAMA-C60
719exhibited no melting transition peak but a Tg of 106 °C,
720which is about 50 °C higher than that of the parent st-PAMA.
721This result indicates that most, if not all, of the helical inclusion
722complex structure was disrupted by this solution cross-linking
723reaction to form a mostly amorphous cross-linked structure
724(Figure 16).
725After successful cross-linking, the C60 encapsulated inside the
726network of cross-linked st-PAMA-C60 could not be reversibly
727recovered by dissolution of the inclusion complex because it
728was no longer soluble in toluene. A control reaction was
729performed to assess the amount of Ru catalyst residue in the
730cross-linked complex by performing a cross-linking reaction of
731st-PAMA under the same conditions but without C60. The
732content of C60 in the cross-linked complex was calculated
733 f19through TGA analysis (Figure 19) by subtracting the residue in

734the trace at 500 °C for st-PAMA-C60 minus that in the control
735experiment (3.49 wt %). These results indicated a C60 uptake of
736up to 9.18 wt % in the cross-linked st-PAMA-C60 when a 10.0
737mg/mL solution of C60 in the feed was employed.

738■ CONCLUSIONS
739The perfectly chemoselective and highly syndiospecific
740coordination polymerization of divinyl polar monomers
741developed through this work has enabled the synthesis of
742highly syndiotactic polar vinyl polymers bearing a pendant
743reactive CC bond on each repeat unit. Polymerizations of
744three representative polar divinyl monomers (AMA, VMA, and

Figure 17. DSC thermograms (10 °C min−1) of ic-PAMA-C60
produced from toluene solutions of st-PAMA and C60: Table 4,
entry 1 (a), entry 3 (b), entry 4 (c), and entry 8 (d).

Figure 18. DSC thermograms (10 °C min−1) of commercial fullerene
C60 powder (red), st-PAMA (blue), st-PAMA/C60 blend annealed at
80 °C for 20 h (black), and ic-PAMA-C60 from Table 4, entry 4
(purple).

Figure 19. (a) TGA traces (10 °C min−1) of st-PAMA (black), cross-
linked st-PAMA control (red), cross-linked ic-PAMA-C60 3.43 wt %
(orange), cross-linked ic-PAMA-C60 4.77 wt % (green), and cross-
linked ic-PAMA-C60 9.18 wt % (purple). (b) Microphotograph of an
st-PAMA film sample. (c) Microphotograph of the cross-linked ic-
PAMA-C60 4.77 wt % film.
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745 DAA) by the Cs-ligated zirconocenium ester enolate catalysts
746 under ambient conditions all achieved complete chemo-
747 selectivity and high stereoselectivity, producing the correspond-
748 ing vinyl-functionalized polymers with syndiotacticities follow-
749 ing this trend: st-PDAA (>99% rr) > st-PVMA (96% rr) > st-
750 PAMA (92% rr). Careful examination of the polymerization of
751 VMA by catalyst 5, including synthetic, kinetic, and mechanistic
752 studies, showed that the polymerization follows a unimetallic,
753 enantiomorphic-site-controlled mechanism through a cationic
754 cyclic metallacycle resting intermediate and exhibits the ability
755 to control the resulting polymer Mn and Đ values. DFT
756 calculations of the free energies ΔGStereo of the transition state
757 geometries for the competitive (correct and incorrect
758 enantiofacial) additions in the polymerizations of AMA and
759 VMA provided a theoretical basis for the observed large
760 difference in isotacticity of the polymers produced by C2-ligated
761 catalyst 1 but the rather similar syndiotacticities of the polymers
762 produced by C5-ligated catalyst 5.
763 The pendant vinyl groups of the obtained syndiotactic
764 polymers can be completely converted into the corresponding
765 thiolated polymers of the same tacticity via thiol-ene click
766 reactions with different thiols. Such polymers can also be
767 readily photocured into flexible, cross-linked thin films for
768 examination of their thermomechanical properties, which
769 revealed an expected increase in Tg, E′, and E″ values as the
770 degree of cross-linking increases.
771 The vinyl-functionalized syndiotactic polymers st-PVMA and
772 st-PAMA can readily form crystalline stereocomplexes with it-
773 PMMA in a 2:1 or 1:1 molar ratio, but st-PVMA appears to
774 form a stronger stereocomplex, as evidenced by the observed
775 higher Tm, presumably because of the higher syndiotacticity of
776 the constituent st-PVMA. Interestingly, it-PAMA also forms a
777 weak stereocomplex with st-PMMA, and the isotactic block
778 copolymers it-PMMA-b-it-PAMA and it-PMMA-b-it-PVMA,
779 but not their random copolymers, readily form crystalline
780 stereocomplexes with either st-PAMA or st-PVMA; both
781 findings extended the it polymers capable of stereocomplex-
782 ation beyond it-PMMA. The it /st stereocomplex sc-PMMA-
783 PVMA can be readily photocured into a cross-linked, insoluble
784 stereocomplex that exhibits high it-PMMA trapping efficiencies.
785 Thermomechanical and X-ray diffraction analyses showed that
786 stereocomplex formation significantly increases the storage and
787 loss moduli over those of the constituent it and st polymers at
788 temperatures above 100 °C and that the photocured stereo-
789 complex retains the stereocomplex structure but with
790 considerably enhanced thermal and mechanical properties of
791 the material.
792 st-PAMA readily forms inclusion complexes, ic-PAMA-C60,
793 with C60 in different ratio combinations. Cross-linking of ic-
794 PAMA-C60 was achieved successfully via olefin metathesis using
795 the Grubbs second-generation catalyst, whereas photocuring in
796 the presence of a photoinitiator was unsuccessful because C60 is
797 an excellent radical trap. The encapsulated C60 in the resulting
798 cross-linked st-PAMA-C60 cannot be released by dissolution of
799 the inclusion complex, in contrast to the un-cross-linked
800 inclusion complex.
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